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This 9th edition of Commercial Payment Cards: U.S. and Global Market Trends presents data and analysis on the global and U.S. market for commercial payment solutions, including cards and automated clearing house (ACH) payment services. This report quantifies the size and growth of the market and provides key metrics within the broader payment card arena. Included are discussions and analysis of the various card associations or networks, commercial payment card types, trends and factors affecting their growth, and a focused analysis of commercial card consumer demographics and preferences. In addition, this report profiles major card brands and issuers and analyzes their recent activity.
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Larger checks remain a sticking point
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Visa maintains commercial card spend lead; MasterCard & CUP grow share
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Middle market remains a check magnet

Usage trends diverge according to company size

But card transactions remain a small slice of commercial payments pie
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Card penetration is not a bad thing
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U.S. card purchase value trends

China UnionPay spend grows at 4+ the rate of runner-up MasterCard


Input, 2009-2015

U.S. commercial opportunity: expenditures almost $24 trillion
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U.S. commercial opportunity: expenditures almost $24 trillion
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Sizing small, middle- & large-market companies by operating revenue
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500+ employee firms
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Checks are on the decline across the globe
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U.S. check volume drops 36% in four years
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Checks remain primary method for payments among U.S. businesses
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Bill payment check trends suggest electronic B2B traction
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